Complement dependent trapping of infectious HIV in human lymphoid tissues.
HIV-1 bound extracellularly to follicular dendritic cells (FDC) in germinal centers (GC) of lymphoid tissues (LT) represents the largest viral reservoir in HIV-infected individuals; however there is no direct evidence as to whether HIV trapped in human GC remains infectious. In the GC, complement receptors and Fc gamma receptors have been suggested to participate in trapping of HIV; therefore, the relative contribution of complement- and Fc gamma receptors in binding HIV on LT was investigated and the infectivity of this virus was tested. As it is difficult to isolate FDC without contaminations of productively infected cells, HIV was detached from LT of HIV positive individuals using antibodies blocking complement- and Fc gamma receptors. Isolated virus was tested in an infectivity assay. HIV detached from LT was quantified by HIV p24 ELISA, PCR and in an in vitro infectivity assay. Presence and accessibility of viral envelope proteins, complement factors and immunoglobulins on the surface of detached viral particles were evaluated through viral capture by respective antibodies. Although both C3d-fragments and IgG molecules were identified on the surface of HIV detached from LT, trapping of HIV was mediated solely by CR2-C3d interactions, whereas contribution of Fc gamma receptors was not detectable. Infectivity assays with HIV stripped from LT of HIV positive individuals revealed that in four out of ten patients HIV particles were infectious. These findings indicate that in the GC infectious virus is trapped on CR2-expressing FDC (or B cells). Reduction of this pool of HIV could be a therapeutic goal.